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RADAR ALTIMETERS on-board the Jason-1, TOPEX, Envisat, and GFO satellites obtained profiles of sea surface height on transects across the Indian Ocean between two and nine hours after the December 26 Sumatra earthquake. The data are received hours to days after “real time,” too late to be used in detection and warning of tsunamis. We compared the sea level anomaly profiles of December 26 measured along the satellite tracks (Figure 1D-G) with the measurements on previous passes of the same satellites 10 days, 35 days, and 17 days earlier. This allowed us to remove the majority of permanent and slowly varying features of sea level, revealing transient signals. The altimeters also provide wind speed and wave height data, and these allowed us to interpret a sea-level anomaly at 16°S in the Jason-1 profile (Figure 1D) as being due to a severe storm. The remaining sea-level anomaly signal appears to be associated with the tsunami. The signal of the leading edge two hours after the earthquake is particularly prominent, with an amplitude of 60 cm and two narrow peaks where the NOAA tsunami model forecast shows two overlapping peaks coalescing into one broad (250 km) crest. Increased sea-surface roughness at spatial scales from 150 to 15 km wavelengths also appears inside the portion of the ocean excited by the tsunami.

The first model simulation results of the Indian Ocean tsunami (Figure 1A-C) were obtained from the “MOST” (Method of Splitting Tsunamis) model (Titov and Synolakis, 1998) and were posted by V.V. Titov on the Internet Tsunami Bulletin Board less than 12 hours after the earthquake. MOST is part of the tsunami forecasting and warning system under development for the Pacific Ocean (Titov et al., 2005) that will provide fast real-time estimates of tsunami amplitudes using preset models, real-time seismic data, and, most importantly, deep-ocean tsunami amplitude data from a network of deep-ocean pressure sensors. Other researchers also ran models and posted results. Results of MOST and other model runs have been widely used worldwide by the media for early planning of relief efforts and for post-tsunami field surveys. Unlike the Pacific, the Indian Ocean does not yet have a network of deep-ocean pressure sensors, and so coastal tide gauges provide the only direct measurement of Indian Ocean tsunami amplitudes. The satellite altimeter data we present here are the only measurements of the amplitude of the December 26 tsunami in the deep, open ocean.

Unlike the Pacific, the Indian Ocean does not yet have a network of deep-ocean pressure sensors, and so coastal tide gauges provide the only direct measurement of Indian Ocean tsunami amplitudes. The satellite altimeter data we present here are the only measurements of the amplitude of the December 26 tsunami in the deep, open ocean.

At the time of the first model simulation, earthquake source mechanism models described a rupture confined to only the southernmost portion of the broad region mapped out by the aftershock pattern. However, it seemed clear that the tsunami should have been generated by displacements distributed along the entire aftershock zone. The initial conditions for the MOST model were set assuming this more spatially distributed source, with initial amplitude guesses based on preliminary estimates of the earthquake magnitude and one coastal tide-gauge measurement from Cocos Island. Because of the lack of in situ deep-ocean data, the tsunami simulation accuracy was uncertain until the satellite altimeter data arrived.

The first value of the altimeter data is in basic confirmation of the general pattern of the deep-water features of the model. However, detailed inspection shows that there are some discrepancies between altimeter observations and
Figure 1. (A to C) Tsunami wave heights generated by the December 26, 2004 Sumatra earthquake, computed by the MOST model at (A) 2:00 hours, (B) 3:15 hours, and (C) 8:50 hours after the earthquake. These times coincide with overflights of the satellites Jason-1 and TOPEX, Envisat, and GFO, respectively. (D to G) Comparison between the sea height deviations as measured by the satellite altimeters and the modeled wave heights.
model predictions. These might be explained either by a more complex excitation mechanism and/or by a more complex ocean response. To assess the likelihood of the latter, we employed a global tide model that includes the effects of baroclinicity, self-attraction, loading, and topographically induced dissipation (Arbic et al., 2004). We adapted this model to the simulation of tsunamis and compared the results with the MOST model. At present, it seems that none of these factors alter the model solution to first order. Instead, a more complex source mechanism is probably needed to explain the features of the tsunami seen in altimetry.

At this writing, the seismology community is still discussing the nature of the December 26 rupture. The duration, intensity variations, and spatial movement of the locus of radiation of energy of high-frequency elastic P-waves (Peter Shearer, Scripps Institution of Oceanography, personal communication, February 2005) and acoustic T-waves (Catherine deGroot-Hedlin, Institute of Physics and Planetary Geophysics, personal communication, February 2005) both suggest that the rupture process did propagate from south to north over several minutes, sweeping across the whole zone outlined by the aftershocks, with perhaps two bursts of intensity. The more northerly rupture details still elude seismologists and are the basis of an ongoing debate about the magnitude of the event. We hope that further modeling of the altimeter data shown here will shed light on the rupture mechanism.

As this article was going to press, the Sumatra area was struck by another great earthquake. In this event, tide gauge data show that the tsunami was much smaller (only 10 cm at Cocos Island), and the space-time sampling of the satellite ground tracks was not as fortuitously distributed as on December 26. Preliminary analysis suggests that this more recent event will be difficult to measure by satellite altimetry. This inability to detect small events, as much as the lack of real-time reporting with complete spatial and temporal coverage, demonstrates that satellite altimetry probably should not be the first choice of technology for an early detection and warning system.
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